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Abstract ly established (i.e., conjectured) and subject each type to a
different set of inference rules [Pearl 1988a; Pearl 1988b;

This paper discusses relations between the probabilistic and Geffner 1989]. The second method is to regard abduction
qualitative approaches to abduction; it then offers a proba- as a he me c ess that.od ts o a au sal
bilistic account of the connection between causation and theory (Poole 1987; Reiter 1987].
explanation, and proposes a non-temporal probabilistic se- The obious weakness of the qualitative approach is the
mantics to causality, lack of rating among competing explanations and, closely

1. Introduction related to it, the lack of ratings of pending information
sources. On the other hand, qualitative strategies demand

In the probabilistic approach, abduction is considered the fewer judgments in constructing the knowledge base.task of finding the "most probable explanation" of the evi- In qualitative theories simplicity is enforced by explicitly

dence observed, namely, seeking an instantiation of a set of encoding the preference of simple theories over complex
explanatory variables that attains the highest probability, ones, where simple and complex are given syntactical
conditioned on the evidence observed. The qualitative ap- definitions, e.g., smallest number of (cohesive) propositions
proaches make explicit appeal to explanatory scenarios, and [Thagard 1989], minimal covering [Reiter 1987; Reggia et
seek scenarios that are both coherent and parsimonious. al. 1983]. These syntactic ratings do not always coincide

The major challenge for both the probabilistic and the with the notion of plausibility, for example, two common
qualitative approaches is to enforce an appropriate separa- diseases are often more plausible than a single rare disease
tion between the prospective and retrospective modes of in explaining a given set of symptoms [Reggia 1989). In
reasoning so as to capture the intuition that prediction probabilistic theories, coherence and simplicity are
should not trigger suggestion. To use my favorite example: managed together by one basic principle - maximum pos-
"Sprinkler On" predicts "Wet Grass," "Wet Grass" sug- teior probability.
gests "Rain," but "Sprinkler On" should not suggestI "Rain." In the probabilistic approach such separation is 2. Explanation and Causation
enforced via patterns of independencies that are assumed to
accompany causal relationships, cast in conditional proba- we say that "a explains b" we invariably assume the ex-
bility judgments. In the qualitative approaches the separa- istence of a causal theory according to which "a tends toItion is accomplished in two ways. One is to label sentences isncofaaulthryaodngowih"aedso

cause b" and, furthermore, that in the particular situationas either causally established (i.e., explained) or evidential- where b was observed, "a actually caused b." The subtle

* This work was runnorted in nart by Naiona hi S;.n,- * difference between "tends to explain" and "actually
Grant #IRI-88-21 444 and Naval Research Laboratory Grant caused" has been the subject of much discussion in the phi-I #N00014.89-J-2007. losophical literature, a summary of which can be found in
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Skyrms & Harper [1988]. The classical example amplify- have given the term "explain" a procedural semantics, at-
ing this difference is that of a skillful golfer who makes a tempting to match the way people use it in inference tasks, I
shot with the intention of getting the ball in the hole; the but were not concerned with what makes people believe
shot is actually quite poor, but the ball hits a tree branch that "a explains b," as opposed to. say, "b explains a"
and is deflected into the hole. Here, we are likely to say or "c explains both a and b." The quest for an empirical
that the golfer's skill and attention "tended to cause." but semantics of explanation has a long history in the literature
did not "actually cause" the ball to get in the hole. Expla. of probabilistic causality, where the focus has been finding
nation is connected with the latter, not the former, the an operational definition of causation. (see Reichenbach I
phrase "tends to explain" is hardly in use in the language, [1956]; Simon (1957]; Good [1961]; Salmon [1984];
instead, we use the phrase "is normally suggested by." Suppes [1970]; Glymour et al. [1987]; Skyrms [1988]).

In the language of probability thir distinction can be re- ith the exception of Simon [1957] and Glymour et al. I
lated to a difference between two conditional probabilities. [1987], temporal precedence was assumed to be essential
If C has a tendency to cause E, then we expect P (E I C) to for defining causation. For example, Reichenbach (1956,
be high. If C is identified as the event that "actually page 204) says that C is causally relevant to E if:
caused" E, then we expect P(CIE, context) to be high
where, by context, we mean other facts connected with the (i) P (E IC) > P (E)
observation of E (e.g., hitting the tree in the golfer exam- u
ple). (ii) There is no set of events earlier than, or simultaneous

In general, the probability P(EI C) stands for a mental with, C such that conditional on these events E and C
summary of a vast number of scenarios leading from C to are probabilistically independent. I
E. Some of these scenarios involve contingencies such as Suppes [1970] subscribes to a similar definition, with an ex-
trees intercepting golf balls, and some involve micro plicit requirement that C precedes E in time.
processes that can be articulated only at more refined levels These criteria offer a working definition for causation
of abstraction, for example, the interactions between the provided that the observed dependencies are not produced
golf ball and the ground particles. When we confirm the by hidden causes and provided that the set of events men-
sentence "C actually caused E" we normally mean that tioned in condition (ii) is restricted to be "natural" events,
some path of contiguous micro events either can be excluding artificial events, syntactically concocted to meet
presumed to have taken place or was actually observed. condition (ii) [Good 1961; Suppes 1984].
Such events are encoded in a knowledge strata more refined I would like now to propose a non-temporal extension of
than the one used in the main discourse. For example, a the Reichenbach-Suppes definition of causation, one that
pathologist may assert that the bullet was the "actual" determines the direction of causal influences without resort-
cause of death only if a collection of kty anatomical ing to temporal information. It should be applicable, there-
findings are observed confirming the existerce of a contigu- fore, to the organization of concurrent events or events
ous physiological process leading from the bullet entry to whose chronological precedence cannot be determined em-
death. pirically. Such situations are common in the behavioral and

medical sciences where we say, for -xample, that old age
3. What's in an Explanation, a Probabilistic explains a certain disability, not the other way around, even

Proposal though the two occur together (in many cases it is the disa-

If abduction is defined as "inference to the best explana- bility that precedes old age). Similarly, we say that an in -
ion", a tuon sin ask isre how we defi explaa- coming rain storm explains the falling barometer although,
tion", a natural question to ask is how we define an expla- perceptually, the latter precedes the former in time.
nation. Both the probabilistic and qualitative approaches to The intuition behind my definition revolves around the
abduction have so far treated the term "explaxl" as a given perception of voluntary control [Simon 1980] and its proba- l
pximitive reationship among events, from which a *best bilistic formulation in terms of conditional independence -

overall explanation is to be assembled. Both approaches (see Pearl [1988], page 396). The reason we insist that the
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I rain caused the grass to become wet and not that the wet ers. For example, I often hope thet m broker would ex-

grass caused the rain is that we can create conditions which, plain the falling prices of my stock in terms of investors'
without disrupting the natural dependence between rain and panic and other transitory phenomena, so as to allay myI wet grass, can get the grass wet without affecting the rain. fears of more profound explanations.
We can, of course, also create a situation where the rain Any non-temporal definition of causation immediately
falls and the grass remain dry, say by seeding the clouds raises the question of consistency, for example, is it possi-H and covering the grass, but under such conditions the ble that using criteria (i) through (iii) we would generate
dependence between rain and wet grass is disrupted, which two incompatible assertions: "C cause E" and "E causes
violates the symmetry betweer the two procedures. C?" It can be shown, however, that for a larger class ofI As was stressed in Pearl [1988, page 396], the perception probability distributions these criteria are safe from such in-
of voluntary control is not a necessary element in this consistencies. Moreover, for those distributions that are un-
asymmetry between cause and effect, but may in itself be a safe, we can constrain (iii) by an additional restriction:I bi-product of dependencies observed among uncontrolled
variables. In medical research, for example, we often (iv) For every set of events S' that does not contain E and
search for a causal culprit of a disease much before attain- C, if there is an event E' (not in S') such thatI ing control over such cause. P (C IS', E')> P (CI '),

Articulating these considerations in probabilistic terms,
we come up with the following non-temporal extension of then

I the Reichenbach-Suppes definition. P(EIS',E') *P(E IS').

Definition: (non-temporal causation) An event C is said This restriction guarantees that we certify C as a direct
* to be a (tentative) direct cause of E if cause of E only if the criterion (iii) is violated when we in-

terchangeCandE.
(i) P (E I C) > P (E) The definition above is a translation of that given in Pearl

[1988b] to the language of Reichenbach and Suppes, where
(ii) There is no set of events such that conditional on causes are propositional events having "positive"

these events E and C are independent, influence, hence the inequality in (i). In Pearl [1988b] these
conditions were articulated in terms of variables rather than

(iii) There is an event C' and a set S of events not con- positively influencing events. A similar definition, in terms
tamining C, E and C' such that: of variables, was introduced in Spirtes et al. [ 1989].

Another variant of this definition can be articulated using
P(EIS,C') >P(EIS), and the graphical language of Bayesian networks, by consider-

ing all n! orderings in which such a network can be con-
P(CIS,C')P(CIS) structed. We say that a variable C is a direct cause of vari-

The set S in (iii) represents conditions needed for elim-

I inating possible spurious dependencies between C and C'. (1) C and E are adjacent in all orderings, and
Event C' represents our means for gaining control over E,
namely, an event that can cause E without affecting C, thus (2) There is an ordering in which C is a free parent of E,I providing an alternative explanation to E. Ironically, and i.e., non-adjacent to some other parent of E, and there
almost circularly, explanations are defined in terms of their is no ordering in which E is a free parent of C.
very destruction by other explanations; C qualifies as an This formulation reveals the type of empirical asymmetry
explanation of E only if it can be "explained away" or that is responsible for evoking the perception of directional-
rendered superfluous by some alternative explanation of C'. ity i causal relaion lships.
This is not surprising in view of the fact that people often t pa c tical sips
seek an explanation for the sole purpose of ruling out oth- On the practical side we also must address the question of
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computation complexity since, in principle, conditions (ii) tario).
and (iii) call for testing all subsets of events. It can be I
shown that, for a larger class of probability distributions, Reggia, LA. 1989. Measuring the plausibility of explanato-
effective algorithms exist that determine the direction of ry hypotheses. Behavioral and Brain Sciences Vol.
causal influences without testing all subsets of events 12(3): 486.487.
[Geiger 1990; Verma 1990].

A question of a more philosophical flavor concerns the Reggia, J. A., Nau, D. S., and Wang, Y. 1983. Diagnostic
relation between temporal precedence and the orientations expert systems based on a set-covering model. Intl. I
determined by our definition: Why is it that we never ob- Journal of Man-Machine Studies 19: 437-60.

serve a clash between the two? The answer, I believe, lies H
in the flexibility of our language; whenever the flow of Reichenbach, H. 1956. The direction of time. Berkeley, I
dependency-based causality seems to clash with the direc- CA: University of California Press.
tion of time we invent new variables (hidden causes) that Reiter, R. 1987. A theory of diagnosis from first principles.
reverse the former to comply with the latter. Artificial Intelligence 32(1): 57-95.
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